Her Foreign Doctor (Medical, Forbidden, Taboo)

Inexperienced Mary is on vacation with
her parents in another country when she
feels a pang of pain between her legs. She
is forced to see Dr. Putin before the pain
gets any worse.
Mary reluctantly agrees
to go to a foreign doctor for her exam.
The only doctor that can help her is
Dr.Putin, the only English speaking Doctor
in the hospital. The most handsome one
too. The exam starts off innocent enough
until Dr. Putins hands start to wander. Dr.
Putins wants to investigate Marys pain by
going hard and without any protection to
make Marys first time is memorable. At
first Mary is afraid of Dr. Putins motives
but quickly overcomes that when she sees
the package that Dr. Putin has to offer her.
Giving her the satisfaction she desperately
needs , while her parents wait outside the
room.
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